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Prof. becomes source
in Dan Quayle story

pboic, by Mich.: oCicro

Senior advertising major Nina Scamir takes a §reak from
classes Taursdas afternoon.

Bost (geared by
ethics committee
isy Jaime Osioxxl
Staff Writer
A preliminary investigation
conducted by the Commission
on Governmental Ethics and
Election Practices has found no
evidence of conflict of interest
by State Rep. Steve Bost,
D-Orono.
The ccoripiaitit, filed t.-,y
Karen Stram, chair of the
Republican State Committee,
concerned Bost's acceptance of
more than S10,000 in consulting fees from the Maine
Teachers' Association.
The complaint arose from inlooration supplied by the husband of Best's District II senate
scat opponent, Mary-Ellen
Maybury.
The results, released by Arthur Lerman, chairman of the
ethics Commission, State that no
mawial subs:tat-1z* to tht :complaint was found, and that "no
aspect of Representative
behavior as a legislator reveals
any conflict of interest
In the report, Lerman stated
P'- will recommend that the
commission move to dismiss
the matter at its formal meeting
Friday.

by Steve Mihano
- Staff Writer •
When Vice President George
Bush chose Sen. Dan Quayle,
R-Ind., as his running mate,
Many People scratched their
.heads. Quayle, a virtual
o
unknown, was suddenly thrust
intothe political spotlight.
Within hours of the nomination, Bob Sleek. a University of
Maine assistant professor of
journalism and broadcasting,
was also sought by the mass
media.
Steele, who grew up in Huntington. Ind., with Quayle, was
inundated by phone calls from
reporters seeking information
on Quayle.
"I was particularly sought
out because t went to high
school and college with him,"
Steele sago "I was the only person with the fortuae to hove
done both."
"I gut a call from the
Chicago Tribune within three
hours of Quayle's nomination:' Steele said. The New
Orleans Times-Picayune called
the same night.
The Tribune reporter covering the story is married to a

woman who used to work with
me," Steele said when asked.
how the media got his name as
a source. "The others must
have gotten my name from peopk in Huntington."
Steele received inquiries from
The----Alint---York Doses.-NewItweek and The Boston
1öbtb best crify.
"Within 48 hours I had
messages from about 25 other
news organizations, including
all three networks and virtually every newspaper of size in the
country," Steele said.
"What 1 had to say about
Quayle wasn't very positive,"
he said. "Other people weren't
speaking out, so I became& IreQUelli mice—
"I was one who raised the
question of Quayle's hippetzecy concertuna his political
ideology, military attitudes and
his unwillingness to go on active
duty in 1969," Steele said.
Before the nomination,
Steele had seen Quayle's name
different
in
mentioned
newspaper and magazine articks. It was beyond my comprehension that it could hap-

1•6 Steele
pen, but nothing surprises
me," he said.
Steele said that he thought
seriously about
before speaking to reporters.
"i'm not sure everybody
understood the extent that I
struggled with it." he said. "I
went through a real moral
dilemma. I knew I'd get the
calls, and I can respect that.
(see STEELE page 12)

Proposed change angers
alumni, pleases feminists

around the New England area to raise rnone for
the Alumni Association, spoke with .several
alumni from the Lewiston-Auburn atet.—Cipe
and various communities throughout New
"Maine
made
the
Cod
Vallee
Rudy
1920s,
In the
Jersey who showed a "tide of opposition".
Stein Song" a landmark in mast: history,
"It was overwhelming, on a one-on-one with
spreading symbolism and plc-asorc throughout
people I came in contact with,(the alumni)
the
the lands.
said 'We would support keeping (the Stein Song)
Now an "updated" version of the same Maine
the way it is," he said.
tradition is being suggested by a UMaine proThose who oppose changing the song argue
support
receiving
but
alumni
fessor, enraging
that the wcxds must be taken In context.
-from feminist organizations. Steve Rest
The original words's to-Vallee's world-famous
--1113eorge Markowsky, chair of the department
changing
were written in 1904, a time when women
1987
song
in
proposed
Bost said he was extremely of computer science,
contributing much to collegiate educanot
any
were
eliminate
to
Song"
"Stein
the
of
words
the
pleased with the investigation's
tion. A women's movement was rooting itself in
findings, and that he hadoex- sexism and lessen the glorification Df drinking.
the male orientated society, but the movement
But the executive director of the Alumni
pected this result.
have
was not serious enough to inflict change.
ages
all
of
alumni
many
says
Association
"They leave no doubt about •
"(The song) was never meant to be sexist at
any possible conflict of interest, contacted his office in opposition to changing the
the time," said Joseph Dion Sr., president of
which is very, very good," he song.
Vt
caiti
"There was a substantie amount of reacti011—the clasa of 1060 who liv=
said-tradition,"
as
thifig
a
such
is
"These
Burry.
Maxwell
H.
said
alumni),"
(from
said
that the real *Mt
Bost
-"There were scores who wrote and tdeptioned, -Dion, a sn=9"er• of the Alumni Ambassador
was partisan politics.
club, a fund-raising organization for alumni. "It
"This kind of low -road, including a number Of women from all generais a traditional song, bringing much fame to the
men.
as
well
as
tions,
desperate politics always
.university."
"One needed to consider the 'Stein Song' in
backfires," he said.
Dion said alumni from Vermont were polled
its historical sense," he said. "The lyrics
Maybury stressed that the
the dispute.
over
era."
the
represent
-omplaint was not a political
But the outcry was everywhere.
SONG page 14)
_ (see _
(see BOST past 12)
.
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Burry, who travels to various communities
By Steven Pappas
Staff Writer
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News Briefs
Ojeda's finger
doing nicely
NEW YORK (AP)—Bobby
Ojeda's nearly severed finger is showing improvement and the New York
Mets pitcher is resting comfortably,
team doctor Jim Parkes said
Thursday.
Ojeda is recovering at RooseveltSt. Luke's Hospital, where
microsurgery was performed
Wednesday after the lefthander accidentally cut the top third of the
middle finger on his pitching hand
with a hedge trimmer.
Ojeda is expected to spend another
day or two in the hospital. He will
coon beein a six-month rehabilitation
process and the Mets are hoping he
will be able to pitch next season.

to space Sept. 29 contain the correct
nozzle inlet rings, said NASA
spokesman Ed Medal.
Engineers discovered earlier this
week during regular post-test examination that the nozzle inlet ring
installed in the ug. IS test booster
contained a ring of the old, preChallenger design.
Morton Thiokol spokesman Ed
Snow confirmed the old ring was used in the booster test, and that it performed satisfactorily.
The rings in question are inside the
nozzle assembly at the tail of the 126foot-long shuttle booster. They are
not the 0-rings tp the booster segment joints that were blamed for the
1986 explosion of the shuttle
Challenger.

Gunman kills
two in store

_Shuttle rtgs-not outdated

CHICAGO(AP)—A !gunman killed two people Thursday in an auto
part& store, then fatally wounded a
BRIGHAM CITY, Utah (AP)—
police officer znd a custodian at a
NASA determined Thursday that an
nearby school before police shot the
outdated nozzk inlet ring inadver7— r7inan dead, authorities-said. ,
tantly used in the final test of the
The dead police officer wasIrma
redesigned space shuttle booster
Ruiz. 40. a mother of four who had
rocket was not installed in the --been on the force 12 years, said
boosters attached to the shuttle
Chicago Police Superintendent
Discovery.
LeRoy Martin.
Engineers rechecked inventory
The gunman, Clemie Henderson,
paperwork and re-examined X-rays
Was described by a friend as full of
before concluding that the twin
anger since his combat service in Vietscheduled to lift Discovery inrockets.__
nam, and had a history of battery

tVifigo!,L;

rlp

complaints and drug use, Martin
said.
"I'm assuming he may have had
some type of grievance. but 1 don't
know."

Reagan lauds
Challenger crew
HOUSTON (AP)—Seven days
before the U.S. hopes to return to
manned space flight, President
Reagan lauded the "seven heroes" of
the Challenger on Thursday and
pledged, "You can delay our long
trek to greatness, but you cannot halt
it."
Returning to the scene of one of his
most emotional times as president.
Reagan told workers at the Johnson
Space Center "Soon the world will
be watching as five brave Anwricans
lift off from Earth. America is going
to space again—and we are going
there to stay."
Upon his amval in. Houston,
Reagan was asked if he wanted to go
up into space. "I've been there for
several years." the president
chuckled as he climbed into his
limousine.
At the sprawling space center.
Reagan greeted the five Discovery:
crew men:
commander Frederick Hauck. copilot Richard Covey and mission
specialists John Lounge, George
"Pinky" Nelson and David Harness.

Wright accused
of squealing
WiihiflgTdn•(AP)—President
Reagan's chief spokesmen yesterday.
accused House Speaker Jim Wright
of playing "a little loose" with secret
U.S. intelligence information, but did
not deny the speaker's claim that the
administration used the CIA to foment civil unrest in Nicaragua.
The spokesman, Marlin Fitzwater,
said Reagan continues to support the
peace process in Nicaragua. He refused to address directly Wright's ILSSCT lion Tuesday that the administration
has secretly sought to undermine that
process.

Ahti-drag bill
questionable
WASHINGTON (AP)—The
House an Thursday passed election
year anti-drug legislation that would
severely punish recreational users and
murderers alike, but it could face
constitutional tests if enacted into
law
The 375-30 vote is not the final
wjid -oii.r.ongrei-s-v- latest effort to
consider its own anti-drug legislation,
and a conference will likely be need
ed to reconcile competing versions
The legislation pursues mat”
asenues of combatting illegal drugs,
and would authorize the addition of
more than S2 billion in spending to
t h..- nation's current 13.9 billion antidrug effort.
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A.
SCOTT GOGGLES
Valued To $35.00
_NOW.19,95. _
ONE Pat
SUIT
Value to $300
NOW $99

RODGERS Ski OUTLET
Of Scarboro, Maine Lincoln, Londonderry & Twin Mt., NH; & Burlington, VT

ALL 87/88JACKE15
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Black Diamond- arid Others
50 per cent OFF
TECNICA
GALAXY BOOTS
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NOW $79
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Northern New England Ski Giants
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Value to $300
NOW $79
DYNASTAR
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HAGAN
X-C SKIS
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National Team SL
RN $360
NOW $149
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O'Dea running for Legislature
by Christina Koliander
Staff Writer
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It takes a lot of time and energy to be
a full-time student and to fulfill the
duties as the student senate president.
But it takes even more time and
energy to be the student senate president, a full-time student and a candidate
for the Maine State legislature.
John O'Dea is that president, student
and candidate.
O'Dea, 23, a native of Caribou,
Maine, and a senior political science major at the University of Maine, chose to
run for a Democratic seat in the House
'because of his interest in the UniverSity
of Maine.
"My main concern is that people in
Augusta may have forgotten what it is
Like to be a student at this school,"
O'Dea said in an interview this week.
"The university is of paramount interest." said O'Dea,, who believes he
can make a positive impact in the
Legislature if elected.
- O'Dea and his Republican opponent,
Kendall Walden, are vying for the
District 130 seat, which is vacated by
Republican John Bott
O'Dea said the people - who are in
Augusta are not providing financial support for people of this state who want
to continue education after high school.
If people have to choose between
eating and tuition, he said, they will eat.
He stressed there has to be more support
from Augusta to continue'education.
O'Dea also said he believes there
should be no sales tax on the sale of
textbooks.

"If the state were genuinely concerned, the least they could do would remove
the state sales tax," said O'Dea.
The environment is another area of
concern for O'Dea.
"There are very serious problems in
the environment that need to be addressed," O'Dea said. It is "nothing short
of being obscene for (industrial) plants
to dump wastes in the river. This has to
be stopped.
"Something you don't compromise
on is the quality of the water you drink
and cook with," he said. "You simply don't compromise these things."
O'Dea said he had no real problems
with Bott's performance in the House,
except that he did not pursue the university agenda as much as O'Dea will if
elected.
"It's not a question of, 'What's
wrong with this guy,' but,'What can I
do better,'" he said: "I think I can
bring an understanding on how this
university works and the university
system.
For endorsements, O'Dea has receis ed nods from the Maine AFL-CIO and
the Maine Democratic Party.
As for the Nov. 8 election, O'Dea said
he thinks he can win.
—1 need votes and support from the
student body and the town," said
O'Dea. "This district needs something
and I hope to deliver that."
O'Dea said his campaign has been going well. He has a steering committee of
seven and has received private donations
which he finds "very encouraging."
"Everyone who's in my district will
see me before'the election," said
O'Dea. "I'll be " banging on their
door."

photo hy Doug Vanderwtide

John O'Dea. vier president of Student State Legislature. His opponent in
Government, is running for the Maine November is Kendall Walden.
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Macintosh:
FALL CLASS SCHEDULE

Masses this Weekend:
Saturday
4:30 p.m. with reception
Sunday
9:30 a.m, with reception
11:30 a.m. with reception
6:15 p.m.

Sept. 27
Oct. 13
Oct. 25
Nov. 16
Nov. 29
Dec. 6
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HyperCard
HyperCard
Desktop Publishing
Desktop Publishing .
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Lick to propose 'innovative' dorm to BOT
By Jaime Osgood
Staff Writer
University of Maine President Dale
Lick will present a proposal for a new
campus dormitory to the board of
trustees Sept. 26.
Lick said the dorm will reflect a more

Ai.!
2

modern approach to dormitory style.
"It goes to the trustees with my blessing," he said.
Scott Anchors, directer of Residential
Life and chairman of the proposal committee, said if the trustees accept the
estimated S6 million project, one of the
likhest locations for the dorm would be

!

4!

UM
PROMENADE
The Memorial Union Mini Mall
Septemlwr 21-23
9 AM-6 PM
Vresii & Sins Flowers
t,
Fashions trot,.

lewelry
Bags & Sweatshirts
Armyit NSrp1usCandy and other goodies. plus much-much more!!
QUALITY GIFTS
At Discount
Prices
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Ray Moreau, assistant directer of
the woods behind Stewart and Hilltop
Residential Life, agreed that the need
complexes.
for housing was an imminent problem
Anchors said the project, which will
facing UMaine. •
house approximately 200 students,
"Residential Life is trying to satisfy
focuses on providing UMaine with an
some immediate needs," he said.
"alternative lifestyle." Although it
will be open to everyone, he said, it
Anchors said the proposed new hall
would probably be especially attractise
would
be funded by campus-wide room
students.
to upperclass
and board revenues over approximate"It is a kind of cross between a traditional hall and an apartment com- ly 20 years, but that it was too early to
tell what kind of effect the new dorm
plex," he said.
would have on student rates.
One of the differences between the
Halstead said the administration was
proposed dorm and those already in use
low
very
sensitive about keeping the impact
relatively
on campus would be the
number of students grouped together in down.
"We have done our homework,"
each section.
"It will be more private, with more he said. "We have studied the needs for
single rooms than have been previously this project very thoroughly and are trying to approach it in the most efficient,
available." he said.
Sections would become 'clusters," cost-effective manner "
Anchors said the proposal represents
as they are referred to in the preliminary__
proposal, which was submitted to John a culmination of student and staff input
Halstead, vicepresident for Student Af- --- received from surveys completed in
fairs, on May II. The clusters would be classrooms and residence halls last
equipped with separate kitchen and liv- spring.
Sheri Badger,- president of the Intering areas, as well as separate bathrooms.
Anchors said that statistics of popula- Dormitory Board And member of thc
tion growth on campus support the need proposal committee, said she thinks the
new dorm is a very good idea.
for the propsal.
"It will not only help the overHe said there is a record enrollment
of more than 11,600 students this year, crowding situation during the school
approximately 4.800 of which live on year, but will provide an excellent place
campus.- Also, there is a 20 percent in-- for -conferences- to be held during the
crease in freshman enrollment and an summer," she said.
Part/ of the preliminary proposal
overall decrease in available residence
hall space, due in part to the closing of stateithat the dormitory will be air conditioned and used for conferences durChadbourne Hall to students.
"The problem is probably greater ing the summer.
now than in previous years." he said
(see DORM
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BEAT THE PARKING CRUNCH!
Share a ride. Share the Expense.
Come to Commuter Services, Memorial Union
for car pooling information, bus schedules
and maps
Monday - Wednesday 8AM •7PM
Thursday - Friday 8 A
430 P.M
Call 581-1820 for more Information

gigiati. tab. oiiiiiity6 1661105b

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Residential Life is looking
for students of all majors.
Applications are available at
Central Office, Estabrooke Hall
East Campus Office, Hilltop Commons
South Campus Office, York Hall
West Campus Office, 101 Wells Commons
Positions open until fiiied.FOr -additional information contort:

The Residential Life Office - 581-4581

Develop Your Film at

the Union!
$10 user_ Fee Per Semester
See Mark St. Peter, Student Supervisor, -c-nd
make orrangeme_nts_on Mondays and
Wednesdays from 11 am to, 12:30 pm
The Students Prc,gromming Office,

2nof Floor,
Residential Life
University of Minp

Memorial Union
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Record set for
alumni contributions
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
The University of Maine collected more
than $I0 million in contributions between July
1, 1987 and June 30, 1988, setting an all-time
record.
H. Maxwell Burry, executive director of the
Alumni Association, attributes the contributions to alumni loyalty and a national trend
of giving to universities.
"(The contributions) represent faith in the
university...and the belief that the university
is doing appropriate things," Burry said.
He said the number and amount of contributions compare "very favorably" to national figures.
"We're on trend," Burry said. "People
are giving more to colleges and universities."
UMaine president Dale Lick attributes the
lute- collection to the university's added
visibility in the last to years.
"It has helped to re-spark interest. The
university is conveying an exciting image of
which people want to be a part," Lick said.
Lick said the single most important reason
for the success of the fund drive was due to
the effort of UMaine's development office.
"They're much more organized,.. they have
an additional professimialism," he said.
Lick said the development office has done
a lot of work to upgrade the quality of
development programs. The university's total
private support is 30 percent larger than last
year's total.
Donations by foundations and corporations
totalled more than $2 million. More than IS
million were gifts to the university.
Burry said about 20 percent of the people
who donated money contributed 80 percent
of what was given.

Of the gift contributions, four were more
than $100,000. Approximately 500 were for
$1,000 or more.
Now that the funds have been collected for
fiscal year 1988, they will be distributed according to donor request and necessity.
"Typically, three-quarters of the funds
received in the annual campaign are restricted
by donors," Burry said. "The unrestricted
dollars are used to support what I call the four
A's: arts, academics, athletics and alumni activities."
With the contributions, the Alumni
Association will provide scholarships, sponsor performances and support alumni
chapters.
"Oisr focus is to support many campus programs," Burry said. "Each month I send
funds to the university, the UMaine foundation, and funds to where the donor has indicated."
Some contributions -Mt not directly-delegated.
A contribution of $100,000, for example,
is regarded as an endowment and is invested.
A year's interest is spent on a particular program. If the interest rate is 8 percent, $8,000
in funds will be available for uscIn annual gifts, the total for unrestricted
contributions was $827,798. Academic department and institutional support totalled
$3,117,391 and scholarship contributions
totalled $1,725,392.
Capital gifts were about $4.8 million, with
more than $1.1 million going to property and
equipment and $3.7 million going to endowment funds.
Alumni Were contactai for contributions by
direct mail, phone-a-thons, and personal
solicitations.
Non-alumni contributions totalled
$170,000.

photo by Micas&
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Is your voice getting lost in the crowd?
Hate having decisions made without your input?
Feel that your needs are being overlooked?
Now's your chance to represent yourself and your friends in ways that concern you directly.

Come- up to the Student Government Office, Third
Floor Memorial Union
beforeThursday, September 29(the sooner the better)
and ask for a nomination sheet.
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Environment can't stand the heat
By ROBIN JOHNSTON
The Christian Science Monitor

postrxme the effects to 2075, lawmakers
need to start thinking now about how
to reduce carbon dioxide emissions, the
BOSTON — Society must change its
institute says.
approach to environmental issues to
"It could take four more years to
keep up with worldwide changes, endevelop a political consensus, then it
vironmentalists warn.
may take three or four to enact legisla"Things are happening so fast to the
tion," says Irving Mintzer of Val.
environment. The question is whether
Experts' estimates of how long it would
our institutions, politcal processes, and
take to carry out such legislation varied
values can shift quickly enough." says
from 20 to 50 years.
Lester Brown, president of Worklwatch
"Societies have to cross a certain
Institute, a global environmental
threshold of awareness and concern
research and policy group.
about an issue before there can be an efAs an example of this need, enfective
political
response,"
vironmentalists point to predictions of
Worldwatch's Mr. Brown says.
an accelerated greenhouse effect global
It is not easy to pin down what pushes
- warming — caused by the accumulation
societies to that threshold. Some
of carbon dioxide and other heathistorians and analysts say that, in the
trapping gases in the atmosphere.
past, people seemed to react strongly to
No one knows whether or not the
perceived or real crises they thought
greenhouse effect caused the heat wave
would affect them directly — such as
and drought in the United States this
toxic waste dumps —as opposed to
summer. But models constructed by the
"creeping problems," like acid rain.
World Resources Institute (WRI)
"One of the things we know about atpredict that if current energy-use and, ten ive publics is that when they perproduction
trends
continue,
sonalize or identify with the risks, lt's
temperatures worldwide will rise 1.5 to
then that they are moved to act," says
4.5 degrees Celsius by 2030. To
Daryl Chubin, senior analyst for the Ofp111111111=:MINIC:711111111E1INIIC:MININC...
'=INNX:anals3l=i1INC:
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Are your-kids spending their birthdays
away from home this year?
If so, CAMPUS GREETERS can help with
cakes & balloons. Look
Field House Sept. 24th 8i 25th from 10-5
or call us at 942-31114.
:munom:mastcliasem.:mamr.:=Nlannammanamacmaroall

Crisis-type language hasn't disappeared. But parties to environmental
disputes are depending increasingly on
scientific - research to support their
positions.
"That means(environmental groups)
are having to do a little more of their
own research, a better job of analyzing
other people's research, a better job of
talking about risks," Rycroft says.
The plodding pace at which scientific
consensus emerges, and the often sub
dued effect it has on the general public
and political institutions, may be .no
match for the rapid deterioration of
"spaceship earth," say some science
policy specialists in their gloomier
moments.
But they also are quick to cite change.
Recently, public interest in the environment and even in environmental
science seems to be on the rise.
.The recent stir over the greenhouse efIn a New York TirnesiCBS poll taken
fect was triggered .by the unusual heat
in July, 65 percent of Americans polled
and the drought in the US this summer.
agreed that "protecting the environment
. _Two bills have been introduced in Ur—-_issierimportant that
requirements and
US Congress to cut carbon dioxide =iv__ standards cannot be too
high, and consions. One calls for a 20 percent reductinuing environmental improvements
tion by 2000, the other calls for a 50 permust be made regardless of costs."
cent reduction.
Although positive responses have
The sponsors realize both these
been increasing since the question was
figures may be unrealistic. But no one
first asked in 1981, pollsters warn that
interviewed for this article thought
this does not necessarily translate into
public concern was deep enough to
public willingness to actually bear the
pressure lawmakers to enact costly procosts of higher environmental standards
posals at this time.
lice of Technology Assessment of the
United States Congress.
In. the 1960s and '70s, ens ironmentalists rallied around highly visible minicrises such as oil spills and toxic waste
that oozed up into people's backyards.
"Our method of doing environmental protection really has depended on a
crisis mentality," says Robert
Rycroft, director of George Washington
University's program in Science,
Technology, and Public policy.
Partly because of the environmental
movement's success and an increase in
research being done on the environment,
problems today tend to be more subtle
but also potentially more damaging,
analysts say. The potential impacts of
acid rain, global warming, and ozone
depletion stretch out over several
generations.

"The whole notion of crisis is a shortterm'orientation that worked in the past
to environmentalists' advantage. But
I'm not sure it does ,anymore," Dr.
Rycroft says. "Sometimes the problems
stretch out too long to be able to show
real crisis."

Contributions to environmental
groups such as the Environmental
Defense Fund and the Natural
Resources Defense Council are up this
summer.
.
The Worldwatch Institute has sold
more of its annual "State of the World''
reports than ever before.
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weekendt
september 237 241 25 1988
the University can choose from a wide
Family and friends of
variety of pre_-.-grilwil. Including:

- President's welcome and faculty/staff receptions
- Children's Story Hour (Hudson Museum)
- Oroanizational Fair on the Mali
- Flea market in the Field House
- Open Houses around campus
Various sporting events including UM football game
against UNH
- Sunrise Seminars with UM faculty and staff
- Margaret Chase Smith celebration on Sunday
- For soscific details about the program or to make advanced
reservatIons, contact New students Programs, Memnrial Union,
581-1826.
PLAN TO BE A PART OF A SPECIAL UMAINE TRADITION YOU'LL
LONG REMEMBER!

sow
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Educators say Bush plan 'full of bunk'
(CPS) — "I have been going around
the country saying that I want to be
known as the 'educational," George
Bush said during a campaign stop in
California this summer."The reason is
simple: Opportunity is what America is
all about, and education is the key to opportunity."
An educated workforce, Bush
believes, is the key to a prosperous
economy. To prepare that workforce, he
promises more student aid, plans to help
families save for their children's education and program's to bring more
minority students to campuses.
He says his U.S. Dept. of Education
would avoid the confrontational style of
President's Reagan's Education Dept.
under William Bennett.
And while all that might sound very
attractive to a national college community buffeted by el& years of budget
cuts and White House Criticism, a lot of
people in higher education think Geroge
Bush is full of bunk.
Bush "will do whatever his advisors
tell him to do to get elected. Hell, it's
politics," said Dr. Robert Clodius of
the National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant Colleges.
While Dr. Aims McGuiness of the
Education Commission of the States
thinks "you can take the vice president
at his word: he wants to be the education president," he wonders whether
Bush would take the political heat of
funding college programs at the expense
of, say, defense.
"Whoever is elected president has to
major
problems,"
face
three
McGuiness said. "They will have to deal
with the budget and trade deficits, the
high priority placed on defense spending
and the commitment to entitlements for

older people, such as Social Security
"He can't do anything(about education) if he doesn't address those problems ftrst."._
McGuiness, Clodius and other education professionals' note Bush offered
public support for, and certainly DO
public resistance to, the Reagan administration's budgetary attacks on
federal college funding.
But now the vice president calls for
maintaining work-study, the still unproven income-contingent loans program and Pell Grants for low-income
students.
For middle-class students, the vicepresident, like his Democratic opponent,
Gov. Michael Dukakis, proposes
creating a College Savings Bond. The
bond would be similar to U.S. Savings
Bonds, except that interest earned would
be tax-free if the bond is applied to-college expenses.
Helping students pay for -college
should be "one of our highest priorities
in the l99(," Bush says.
"The only thing he's wedded to is the
college savings bond plan," said
Becky Timmons of the American Council on Education (ACE). "It's
something we're interested in. It could
be an important vehicle for the middle
class. But Bush has not bid out concrete
plans for the poor."
"He's ignoring a whole sector of the
population," Janet Lieberman of the
United States Student Association
(USSA) said.
The vic,; president, a Yale grad, does
have a long record of supporting black
colleges. Many black college presidents
credit Bush with helping their institutions secure federal grants.

Bush, too, has been a long-time supporter of the United Negro College
Fund, donating half the royalties he
receives from his autobiography "Looking Forward" to the fund.
While Texas congressman from 1967
to 1970, Bush did vote for the major
education funding bills that arose.
Education, in fact, is one arena where
Bush appears eager to distance himself
from the Reagan administration, but
many campus denizens, uruepentedly
resentful of Reagan, wonder where he
was when they needed him.
"The question is , where has he been
for the last eight years?" ased Michael
Edwards of the National Education
Association. "For a lot of people, it is
going to take some convincing, and
they're going to doubt his credibility.,
'
But Terrel Bell, President Reagan's
first Education secretary, noting vice
presidents are supposed to play subservient roles, didn't "think it's fair to say
the vice president should be responsible
for the president's policies."
Although Bush avoided cnticizing the
Reagan administration's_ education
policies in public, Bell said, he did so
often during the cabinet meetings.
"1 believe he will continue to emphasize the value of education for all
people," said Bush advisor Shirley
Gordon, president of Washington's
Highline Community College.
"Just the phrase 'education president'
indicates he wants to give education a
higher priority, a different emphasis

than we've seen under President
Reagan," said Dr. Richard Rosser of
the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities.
And even Bush skeptics are delighted
the vice president is paying attention to
them, meeting with them and including
them in his speeches.
"That he speaks to education is a
healthy sign," said Lieberman of the
USSA, perhaps one of the Reagan administration's most outspoken education critics.
"I'm delighted be's put so much attetion on education," added Prof.
Gloria Horn of California's Mission
College, another Bush advisor. "I think
Bush will work better with education
than Bennett has."
Still, the ACE's Timmons cautioned
all the good intentions in the world
won't count without cash.
The vice president's proposal to freeze
federal spending for one year to Mew
the budget deficit, she maintained,
"would constrain the prospects of doing anything for education that's current
and vital."
"The real gutsy stuff is what his
priorities will be when it comes to
-budget requests," Clodius said. "It's
well nigh impossible to determine what
Bush will mean for higher education
when you think about it in those
terms.
"The next president must be ready to
make education at least as important as
national defense," said Rosser. "If he
doesn't, we'll continue to have problems
with education."
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Weekend activities hold fun for all
by Jennifer Devlin
Volunteer Writer
The 19th annual Family and Friend's
Weekend, held at the University of
Maine this weekend, will feature activities and entertainment for people of
all ages.
In the past, the weekend has provided one of the first opportunities for
family and friends to get together after
the beginning of school, said Pamela
Dumas Serfes, director of New Student
Programs.
Although the weekend involves the
entire campus community, it is designed to encourage families of first-year

students to join in the family spirit at
UMaine.
Referred to as one of the largest
weekend events of the year by Serfes.
Family and Friends Weekend is also
considered an important campus tradition, she said.
This year, several new programs are
being introduced.
The Hudson Museum is featuring a
story hour for children ages 5-10 at the
Maine Center for the Arts on Saturday.
Two new and very popular attractions
are the Caribou Reintroduction Project
and the Sunrise Seminars. Both will
begin Saturday at 10 a.m. in the
Memorial Union

EAST CAMPUS
BOARD ELECTIONS
Sept. 29th
Run for Office
Make a
Difference
For leformation
contact the RD
In Cumberland
*******************

The Caribou Reintroduction Project, high standards ot honesty and integrity.
headed by Mark McCollough, a senior
The ceremony will be held Sunday at
scientist in College of Forest Resources, 2 p.m. in the Maine Center for the Arts,
features a slide show highlighting the followed by a public reception.
caribou project and the university's role
Donna Shalala,,a longtime admirer of
in the program.
the former Senator, will be addressing
The Sunrise Semlhars, lectures cover- the assembly in tribute to Smith.
ing a diversity of topics, will be con- Shalala, chancellor of the University of
ducted by faculty and staff, and held in
Wisconsin at Madison. met Smith as an
various rooms in the Memorial Union. undergraduate student 25 years ago.
Two annual features of the weekend
William Lucy, associate dean of Stuare the organizational fair and the flea dent Activities and Organizations, said
market, which will be held most of of the former senator, "We're very forSaturday.
.
tunate to have her come. She's an inThe organizational fair on the mall institution in Maine as far as government
cludes a variety of activities, from exservice and federal Congress goes. She
hibits and demonstrations to
helped make history. We'd benefit
music and student organizations. The
greatly by having her share her wisdom
flea market, which is held in the
and experience with us all."
Memorial Gym's field house, has been
In addition to the preceding activities
popular with bargain-hunting holiday
- there will also be numerous sports
shoppers.
Concluding the weekend is,a tribute events, including a football game on
Saturday between the Black Bears and
to former Sen. Margaret Chase Smith
the University of New Hampshire
for her 32 years in public office, her serWildcats.
vice to the people of Maine, and her

A defense
against cancer

can be cooked up
- in your kitchen.
There is evidence that
diet and cancer are related
Follow these modifications in
your daily diet to reduce.—
chances of getting cancer1. Eat more high-fiber foods
such as fruits and vegetables
and whole-gram cereals.

2. Include dart green and
deep yellow fruits and vegetables rich in vitamins A and C
3. Irk-lude cabbage, broccoli,
brussels sprouts. kohlrabi and
cauliflower
4. Be moderate in consurnp
Don of salt-cured, smoked, and
nitrite-cured foods
5. Cut down on total fat in.
take from animal sources and
fats and oils
6. Avoid obesity
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Saturday. September 24 I I:30am
ON THF 1ALL
Eat half-a--pieill the fastest time -and
win a $25 gift certificate,See if you can deeat -the reigning
champion DEAN_ LUCY!!!
BRING YOUR PARENTS AND
FRIENDS TO SEE THE FUN!!!

FREE DANCE PARTY
Friday, September 23
at
-Lengyel Gym
9:30 pm- - 1:00 am
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Q.This is something that puzzles
me, and my husband as well. Many
times I an dermitet aroused physically but not able to respond to
lovemaking. I feel aroused and I am
lubricating but something is not
working right. I can't go beyond
lubricating on these occasions.
A. Both men and women are
capable of feeling sexually aroused
without being able to go on to full excitement and climaxinir--MI sexual
therapist I hear this more often from
women, but the experience is known
- to both men and women who are
completely "normal," to use that
often confusing word. Lovers have to
understand that the sexual transaction is not a purely physical thing.
The lover must be able to surrender
-to the total experience, and
something in the mind is often making the lover pull back from "going
the whole way." Which in this case
does not mean permitting sexual intercourse, the act which leads to conception or beginning a baby, but permitting the rising excitement that
leads to orgasm.
What makes a person hold back
from sexual climax? It can be having
the memory of past "failures" and
-psyching oneself out of taking full
part in the transaction. It can be a
fear of surrendering to the sexual ex,

Q

perience, a fear of pregnancy or some
dissatisfaction with the partner.
When this inability to share fully persists, the best thing I can suggest is
for the couple to consult a sex
therapist together.
In the course of talking with the
therapist, separately and together, the
reason for the inhibition may be
discovered. The couple may find out
who one is "holding out" on the
other. A reason is not always clear to
the one who is "holding out."
There may be anger or resentment
over something over something not
at all connected with their sexual experience. There may be something in
the life of a partner outside the home
that is depressing or frightening.
Trouble at the office can keep one's
mind preoccpied and prevent good
sex.
Maybe a little too often we speak
of the man's failure to consider the
woman's need for wooing and
foreplay. Maybe the woman is
holding something in mind that
resists the best male lover's
understanding and skill. But it is
often a fact that when the man
realizes the woman is responding
physically he assumes he has done his
part and that she is "ready."
The very best male lover knows
that when a woman is lubricating she

may nevertheless not be ready to take
'full part in a sexual encounter. He
may hold back, continuing foreplay
or pausing until some sign comes to
him from her, some verbal or nonverbal form of "Yes!" or "Now!"
I have heard hundreds of times
from women that "he" is too hurried
and too inconsiderate of her needs.
But I have also heard dissatisfaction
from women whose men believe that
they are technicians, and that if they
use their skills the woman cannot fail
to respond. This is not true. The transaction cannot be purely physical.
The partners must perceive messages
of desire and also admiration from
each other.
Q. I am 63 years old. My wife and
I still have intercourse but frequently I fail to ejaculate. Are there any
vitamins I can take or anything I can
do to help this situation?
A. Whenever you think there is a
physical reason for some problem,
sexual or not, the right thing is to
consult a doctor. I myself do not
know of a vitamin that will make you
ejaculate more often. If you take the
time to go to your doctor or a
urologist, the underlying cause of this
problem may be discovered and there
may be a treatment for it.
Meanwhile. When you say'frequently I fail to ejaculate" I assume
that means that sometimes you do
ejaculate. You may require longer
periods between sexual encounters in
which you take full part. This often
happens with advancing age. Sex is
still desirable, still pleasurable, but
less frequent. If one partner wants
sex more often, the other partner can
pleasure him or her.

Q. I have been manally inactive for
a couple of years, and now that
have a partner again I am having
trouble obtaining a full erection. This
is important because I need the Moe
and affection of someone of the ayposiIe sex.
A. No one questions the importance of that. Many people, male and
female, experience difficulty with a
new partner, especially after having
been married or in a long-term sexual partnership. "The first time"
should not only be taken to mean the
first time of having intercourse in a
lifetime but also the first time a person attempts sex with a new partner.
These first sharing experiences are
best kept lowkey and relaxed, so little shortcomings or awkwardnesses
will be understood.
This is easiest for couples who have
a good understanding of sexual functioning, for couples who have taken
some trouble to learn about sexual
sharing. In a great sexual relationship
the first time is never the greatest
time. It may be thw sweetest
memory, but it is never the best sex
that a couple is ever going to have.
Terrific sex comes with knowing-each.
other well sexually.
If often happens that partial erections are the product of performance
anxieties, fears of not performing
well sexually. They can also be the
product of guilt feelings, disloyalty to
the partner the man has left. Even if
he has no desire to return to that partner, his emotions may be trained to
be loyal to her. Emotions are not
rational.

Late Night Local
Rides Again
LATE NIGHT LOCAL SCHEDULE

8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00 P.M. and 12:00 A.M. at the west front steps of
the library (facing the back of Alumni Hall).
8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 P.M. and 12:30 A.M. in front of Pat's Pizza, Orono.
From the hour to the half hour, the bus will make the following stops:
Ballentine entrance, Estabrooke entrance, York Hall entrance, Oxford
Hall entrance, Cumberland back entrance, Wells Commons(Gym side entrance), between
Mond arena and TKE, Sigma Chi, ATO, and on to Pat's.
From the half hour to the hour, the bus will stop at different drop off points
on request. The bus will end Its run at the library for the reinitiation of the route.

8:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M.

Friday & Saturday Nights -

Begins September 23
substance
abuse
servicer
(
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Editorial

II

Power surge
n a recent issue of The Boston Globe, an article
was written on a proposed plan to merge the largest
utilities in the northern New England states in order
to have more control over the electricity southern New
England wishes to obtain from Hydro Quebec.
.-. By doing this, the north wants to have in their
possession a sort of "tollgate," to be in on the millions
of dollars at stake in royalties for the transmission of
the electricity.
This plan would take Central Maine Power Co. and
Central Vermont Public Service Corp.. form I utility
holding company, and purchase Public Service of New
Hampshire, without the Seabrook nuclear power plant.
With New England's supply of eleOricity tight and
demand expected to increase in the 1990's, the power
from the huge series of dams in northern Quebec is the
easiest source to meet the projected new demand. And
with the situation surrounding Seabrook, construction
of new nuclear plants is doubtful.
Utilities in Massachusetts and Connecticut are not ... _
just sitting idly by, though, as the two companies are
also interested in the financially crippled PSNH. If one
of these suitors are able to get control of the New
Hampshire utility, the power shift some northerners fear
would- come about.
Although the utility industry is heavily regulated by
the federal government, it seems that there is a good
amount of wheeling and dealing going on.
In this case, the stakes are high. Whoever gets control
of the "corridor" separating the energy-hungry south
from their most-likely new power. source will perhaps
dictate some of our economic future.
It is very important that the press keep the public informed on this issue, and that the governmental decision makers in the Public Utility Commissions of each
state act responsibly and come up with a way to meet
the power needs of the area without jeopardizing the
economic well-being of New England.
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Suninier -tips
When I was a freshman, fall
semester conversations were
easy. "What's your major?"
and "Where are you from?"
were standard fare, and most of
the time the interaction with a
classmate went downhill after
that.
We simply didn't know
anything about the person, and
had nothing else to talk about.
Now I'm a senior (again),
and I've come a long way since
those early days. Usually I
know the people I talk to these
days, and the old lines of the
found out that a lot of people
have
past
transformed
survive, without any fluid intake
themselves into the equally exat all. Amazing.
citing "Did you have a good
I also got to answer all kinds
summer?" and "What did you
of questions. One of my
do?"
favorites_was, "What do you
Thankfully, we've nearly
suggest?"
completed the early-semester
I wanted to sugaest that I)
ground-breaking phase of 1988.
They go someplace else to eat
Officially, that period ends with
because the hostess had just
the first round of prelims. Most
seated four consecutive parties
of us have seen everyone we
at my station, or 2)They let me
know by now, and have told
stay in their luxury hotel suite
the same stories about as often
for a week or so so that I could
as Dale Lick dreams about the
really get to know what they
Monsterdome (which, I'm sure,
like to eat.
is about once every ten
Instead, like all good waiters,
minutes).
I suggested the most expensive
For those of you who haven't
item on the mcnu, gave it the
asked (and may not even care),
big sales pitch, and finished
I had a great summer, thank
while wiping away a tear. "My
you. As a matter of fact. I lovgreat aunt requested it on her
ed my summer experiences.
death bed," I'd say.' They
Every one of them. I wouldn't
always ordered it.
trade them for a personalized
During the early part of the
parking space and ahockçy _aummer, before! perfected the
season ticket at 4he red line.
"Great Aunt Routine," I had
Really
another method that quickly
I got to fulfill one of my
scrapped.
lifelong dreams: I waited on
'I'd lean over the table, intables in Bar Harbor.
specting the customer as I
I got to wait on little old
would a prize horse at an aucladies who look at the
tion. Grasping the curious lady
customary "Would you kkc
or gent with a firm hand, I'd
anything to drink before your
pull the-t; lovve-T lip down to
meal'?" as the voice of the devil.
belt -level, look at, their teeth,
Normally they'd h^!,1 up their
and make my suggestion.
crucifix at arm's length and say
Big, healthy looking chopsomething like, "We DON'T
pers meant a meat eater, while
drink, heathen."
little, frail teeth meant I should
I've heard of fasting, but I
suggest something like salad or

John Holyoke

soup. I stopped this after one
elderly man spit his false teeth
onto the table before I could explain. "I .suggest- Super Poly
Grip!" I yelled, beating a hasty retreat into the kitchen.
• I also got to wait on Larry
"Bud"!Adman. Really. Well,
at least it looked like him, and
sounded like him. • The nicest
thing he said to me was, "This
steak was terrible. Your
restaurant can't touch the
Seasiew "
I smiled. said, "Thank
you," and looked at his
plate. It was totally clean.
Almost every night I'd hear the
discussions of spendthrift
customers trying to decide on
an equitable tip for their
waitperson. "Come on, that's
close enough to 15 percent,"
one would say. "They'll neser
know the difference."
''That's close enough" indeed. We did know the difference, and we hated you for
it.
But I got my revenge, sort of.
Totally by accident, I lost control of a bar tray and dumped.
a ginger ale on the back of an
already grumpy-looking man.
"Close enough," I thought,
holding back a giggle.
My favorne customers,Ata-n—
whole, were those good people
from Canada, our neighbor to
the north. They were incredibk.
Invariably, they'd run up a
540 or S50 bill, compliment the
service, smile, compliment the
food, smile, pat their kids on
their heads, and leave a Canadian one-dollar bill as a tip.
Usually they'd want to show
their gratitude personally, and
would call me aside before they
left, pressing the funny ttic-mo
into my hand.
-QUite a summer.
John Holyoke is a journalism major who never tips
less than 20- percent anymore
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Response
Health-center nurses-raise concerns
In this era of R.N. shortages, it
was tmly insulting to us to read in the
Daily Maine Campus, 9/16/88 that
the hours at the Cutler Health Center
were cut because of a "nursing shortage." As was reported, seven staff
nurses and the director of nurses have
resigned since May because of recent
...hanges in poky, one being the deci.ton to hire Certified Nursing
.‘ssistants(CNA's)to work with the
after-hours nurses. Previously the 4
p m. to midnight shift was staffed
with two registered nurses.
We_Ate a groupof past and present
Cutler- Health -Center nurses who
would like to address the discrepancies stated in the above article.
(II Dr. Roberta Berrien, director of
the health center said "the decision
to hire(A's was made after advertising for more RN's proved
futile."
- After persOnally researching-The
Bangor Daily News classified'. ads
from May I. PZEI8 to Sept. 14, 1988,
we discovered thats ads for staff
RN's were only run for six days —
all in August. We feel that this is
hardly aggressive recruiting!
The after-hour nurses met in midAugust with Betsy Allin and offered
an alternatise staffing plan to provide
optimum services under limited staffing, until more RN's could be hired
and oriented. This plan was rejected
by Dr. Semen, because it would give
inadequate notice to students of a
hangc in health care. .
However, on September 16, 1988,
a more drastic reduction of hours of
service was implemented with less
than .72 hours .notice. Furthermore.
recruitment was neser initiated to
replace the two haunt day RN positions, created by the two RN's who
retired in May. We suggested advertising for LPN's, run ads for RN's
for two to three weeks at a time, and
to include per hour rate with the RN

ads These suggestions were not
accepted
(2) Dr. Berrien said, "the health
center has been short two afterimars
and weekend nurses for more tbas a
year, but advertisements for nurses
base generated little response."
For over five years, the shortage of
a few RN's has been a fact that has

mittment to high quality of care for
the student. We feel that Ann's
resignation was involuntary, because
she was forced to lower her standards
of nursing practice.
In our opinion, the proposed administrative changes would not
facilitate the delivery of nursing services consistent with out philosophy

Guest column
not necessitated the closing of the infirmary. The nursing staff made the
committment to help fill in the gaps
with their own time, and have always
been willing to work extra weekends.
(3)"Many of the nurses said they
felt they were not asked about the
decision to hire the(N A's. But Berrien said the Issue was raised at staff
meetings, which many of the afterhours nurses do not attend."
All asailable after-hours nurses
came to a staff meeting on our own
time in August to discuss September
staffing, and it was at that time. We
were first made aware that CNA's
would be made part of the staff.
During the academic year. the
after-hour nurses either were present
at staff meetings or were represented
by Ann Sussong, director of nursing
services. When issues arose that
directly affected the after-hours
nurses, Ann arranged for Dr. Berrien
to attend nurses meetings to discuss
problems openly.
"Everyone just felt they couldn't
go on without her " Berrien said.
i Regarding the resignation of Ann
Sossong, director of nursing
services.)
It was the nursing standard that
was believed in and maintained under
the leadership of Ann Sossong, that
we could not go on without. This
nursing standard demands a corn-

of care. It is for this reason alone,
that many have, with a strong feeling of sadness, felt the need to resign.
(5)"Berrien said she did not realize
the problem was so large, admitting
she may have been out of touch with
the after-hours nurses because of th4
role Sossong played. I think 'key,feel
very isolated," she said.
The after-hour nurses attended
meetings in early September and
discussed directly with Dr. Berrien
what the consequences may be if her
policies were implemented. The role
of Ann Sossong was to facilitate
communication between the nurses
and Dr. Berrien, by insuring that Dr.
Berrien could be informed directly by
the nurses of their concerns.
(6) Dwight Rideout, dean of Student Services said "the university is
actively searching for nurses te fill the
vacant positions so that the health
center can reopen 24 hours a day."
There is a statement in "The Standards of College Health Nursing"
that describes why many nurses felt
the need to resign in light of proposed administrative changes. It states,
"Nursing is an applied science, the
broad purpose of which is to enhance
the welfare of the client. Nurses in the
field of college health must recognize
how their clients needs and rights affect the practice of college health nursing. Nurses have the right to decide

not to participate in practice activities
for which do not enhance the welfare
of the clients. This right of the nurse
safeguards the clients right to nursing services of high quality."
Here are some suggestions for
thought in regard to the limited hours
currently being offered at the health
center after hours.
(I) Where wig you go if you're not
sick enough to be admitted to a
hospital, but too sick to go back to
the dorm?
(2) Your health fee does not cover
emergency room visits after hours.
Do you have extra insurance?
(3) Has there been a -nurse at the
Cutler Health Center that has made
a difference in your life?
We are a group of dedicated and
conscientious RN's who have collectively worked many years at the
Cutler Health Center. We have enjoyed caring for the students of the
University of Maine. Basically, many
of us had to asign from-our jobs that
we enjoyed because of the administration's policies which we feel
made for ii'. unsafe nursing environment, and are not in the best interests
of the students.
We were not asking for an -increase
in salary, even though we make less
than nurses in area hospitals, but only for safe staffing, better working
conditions, and job satisifaction.
Therefore, we are angered that the
crisis at the health center is being
blamed on the nursing shortage. The
present nursing shortage would never
have happened at the Cutler Health
Center, if nurses were listened to and
given some respect from the present
administration.
—Diane James, RN; Carol Thompson, RN; Carol Barrows, RN; June
Rand,RN; Jane Jagels, RN; Helen
Rcagan,RN; Ann Holman,RN;
Lillian Zanchi,RN; Sheila Cyr,RN;
Ann Schroeder,RN; Barbara Murphy,RN; Barbara Goodeill.RN-C;
Bonnie Jackson, RN.

CNAs may not be safe
WHEN WRITING...

•

The Daily Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and commentaries from
members of the university community. Letters should be 300 words or less, and commentaries about 450 words. In order Tto
verify the validity of letters...we mug have
a name, adstress, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcomes
letters, it will not print them
i.myrnous
a
t riles. a %pet ial arrangement for withholding
namt as been made-with the editor.
iige Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit lçtters and commentaries for length,
an libel.

resource of the Cutler Health
Center has until how been a
bright spot in the area of stuRegarding the news stories in
dent services.
the Sept.16 issue of the Daily
Centers for health care
Maine Campus citing the mass
delivery in areas as near as
resignations from the nursing
Boston and as far as San Franstaff and the reduction of serci,sco have found that problems
The progressive elimination
vices at the Cutler Health
associated with the recruitment
of services seems to indicate a
Center.
-and retention of a professional
quality deterioration in
nursing staff are in direct relaThe assignment of CNA's to
delivery of health care in a settionship to the level of treatthe after hours and weekend
ting in which the University of •
ment and renumeration offered
shifts at the Cutler Health
them.
My own experience as a
Center when supervisory perMaine Cutler Health Center has
Registered
Nurse and former
sonnel is at a minimum is adin previous years been a model
staff nurse at a University
ministratively inappropriate,
of good health care practice.
Health Center confirms this.
profession-ally questionable and
Add to this the diminution of
It is time for students and
qualifications for staff and you
potentially dangerous. The
staff to question these
settir.g
have
that
a
does
no
situation seems replete with the
developments and call for a
credit to this university.
fiction that an individual with
Blue Ribbon Committee to
less than four months or
Asthe parent of four
con-duct the appropriate inclassroom work and a .quesgraduates of this university and
"Yestigation. Mass resignations
tionable amount of "hands
a member of this community . have got to tell us something.
on" pactical training has the
for 30 years, I am shocked at
professional ability-to deliver • these developments. The
Eugenic L. Dc Haas
—Io the editor:

health Late (some of it of an
emergency nature) it a professional nursing level. This is not
a reflection on the('NA per se
but on the administrative
judgement to make such an
assignment.

j
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Dana Birnbaum. associate professor
of human development and a member
of the proposal committee, said the new
conference _space could open up
possibilites for UMaine.
''It would probably attract things that
haven't been here before, and it may encourage more people attending conferences to bring their familial sad
stay
_ _
_
on campus," she said.
Badger agreed that it is a crucial idea
to have good facilities available. saying,
"It brings our name out into the
business world and brings people onto
campus."

*Steele
(csalessill treai jags 1)
-dilemma. I knew l'd mit the calls. and

12

can respect that.
"I think it is necessary to ilk -cluestions — particularly when you have someone as unknown as Quayle is
he
said
The enormity orthe- situation was
*hat finally prompted Steele to speak
out.
"He's not running for city dogcatcher," he said. "This is an important
decision for Americans to make."
While he felt he had to be honest and
say what he thought. Steele alsb had to
look at the negative side of the issue.
about 36 hours, I decided that
it ser‘ed no purpose to repeat the same
thing over and over." he said. **I felt
—thzi The time had come for me to stop
speaking to reporters."
Overall, Steele said he felt satisfied
with the treatment that both he and
Quavle rmeised from the press.
"Esers stone had to be overturned
and every question had to be asked."
he said "The approach they used and
the emphasis they gave the story was appropriate The public thought that the
media was being unfair. I disagree totalIs They did %hat had to be done "
I

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
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tactic to try to hurt Bost's campaign
"If I had filed the complaint myself,
then it could have been construed as a
political move. but it was not," she
said.
Maybury &TA her husband David
Randall, a school teacher in East Corinth, both said that they were, however,
surprised at. the way the situation has
been handled by the ethics commission
"The (commission) decision has not
been formally mai* as of yet, although
a press conference was held,"
Maybury said. "We will have to abide
by what the commission decides."
Randall said that although he did not
agree with the pr.iirniwary inyeciusabon,
it is up to the voters to decide whether
there was a conflict of interest.
"If someone igrsea-fiail iitirfads of
money, it is hard not to have ties," he
said.
Stram also expressed misgivings
regarding the preliminary investigation's
findings.
"I question how thoroughly they in-_
vestigated the matter because this certainly appeared to me to be a legitimate
request," she said.
Lerman, the commission's chairman,
not be reached for comment.
David Reinke, executive director of
the Maine Teacher's association, said
that he was not surprised about the ruling, saying, "It was Very predictable,
and I hope no's that the campaign can
move along on a more positive note."
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES
ANOUNCES
AS OF 9/16/88, THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE INFIRMARY
WILL BE CLOSED
DUE TO A NURSING SHORTAGE
****************************************
****************************************
REGULAR CLINIC HOURS CONTINUE:

I

8:00 AM - 4:30 PM Monday through Frid
ay
AFTER HOURS URGENT CARE
FOR U M STUDENTS
--WILL BE AVAILABLE:
7:00 - 8:30 PM Monday- Friday evenings
2:00- 3:30 PM Saturday and Sunday sfte
rnoons
Staffed by a physician and a nurse
**•* * ** ** * * ** a * *

* * * * **

*******

FOR URGENT CARE PROBLEMS ONLY
***
* * **** * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * **

Covered by the Comprehensive Fee
(lab, x-ray, pharmacy NOT AVAILABLE during
Urgent Care hours)

4+-

Students should continue to use Health Cent
er facilities
during daytime (Monday through Friday) hours
whenever possible
*••****** **
*********•********

*********** * * * a * *
a a a * *,* * a ********
**** a a * *

THE/HEALTH CENTER WILL BE CLOSED
EVENINGS,
•
NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS
EXCEPT-DURING URGENT CARE HOURS
_

****************************

************

****************************

************

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR FOR HELP IN AN EMERGENCY,_CALL
581-4000 DAY OR NIGHT
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WANTED

(continued from page 11

"Not one person voted to change the
words," Dion said. "We can't even
believe it is being considered-"

Ice Hockey Referees
(Training Available)

Several months have passed since the
Alumni Association has had any communication, negative or otherwise,
about the Stein Song controversy, Burry
said.
In the spring of 1988, after
Markowsky submitted his proposal to
President Lick, a committee was to convene to discuss rewording the Stein
Sons.

To Referee
Youth Hockey,
Intermural and Adult
Hockey Leagues

Suzanne Estler, director of equal opportunity and a member of the task
force on the status of women at
UMaine, said the committee was never
established.
"The .plan is still very much in the
works," Estler said. "But the committee doesn't exist."
According to Marisue Pickering,
assistant to UMaine President Dale
Lick, "The committee is on hold,
discussions are still pending."

- Cali 581-1103
or
see Betty lo Room 141 Memorial Gym,

Evelyn Newlyn, director of Women in
the Curriculum, said there has been no
response from the president.

,„•
y American Heart Association

"MK6 7/..Wi t

WMEB - 91.9 FM
Catch WMEB This

Weekend.
Saturday Sept. 24th 9am -

12_noon_

For the most part, though, not much
has been done to resolve the conflict.
Markowsky believes the controversy
is still very strong.
"I still think all the points are
valid," he said. "No one has wanted
to raise any substantial argument, except
that it's a bad idea."
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Tamara Burke, a member of
UMaine's Women's Center, thinks
women should be respected and without
a change, there may be detrimental effects, such as insulting women and not
enforcing change.
"It's blantantly sexist," she said.
"It's not a good representation, and
women are a major force on the
university.
"I agree very strongly it (song) needs
to be changed," she said.
Others, though, think changing the
words to the song IS not the answer.
"Different people are going to sing ,
the song the way they want," said
Lynn Sewell, a senior from the All
Maine Women's club.

and a strong opponent to maintaining
the Stein Song in its original wording.

"Moat people sing it t.he same." she
said,"We need to change student's attitudes instead of wasting time changing the song."

The Maine Legislature debated over
whether the Stein Song should be changed last spring. A resolution led by
Michael Pearson, D-Old Town, was
passed in support of the original words,

Vermont alumnus Dion. though,
thinks the tradition should be left alone.
"They can see their last penny from
me if they change(the song)at the whim
of one or two radicals," he said.

Newlyn lama committee member on

the task force for the status of we;men

WERE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

said 'Stephen Bost, a Democratic
legislator from Orono
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Sports
Coaches tout sports to dorms
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer

Seldom does the student body get the
chance to associate with members of the
University of Maine coaching staff, but
Wednesday night was such an
opportunity.
Coaches Appreciation Night is a program devised to get the coaches out into the dormitories and fraternities to
generate interest in UMaine athletics and
to thank the students for their support.
The coaches were armed with
numerous handouts including football
posters, UMaine stickers and schedules.
They traveled through the lounges in the
dorms and talked with students along
the Wi'y.
But due to the busy schedules of most
coaches. few heads of programs were
able to participate in this program.

which is an aggressive promotional idea
brought in with Athletic Director Kevin
White.
A problem with the program carried
over from last year. A lack of prepublicity resulted in most students not
even knowing there was such a program.
Three of the most attended sports,
men's basketball, hockey and baseball, if
covered all the fraternities, while some
coaches were assigned in pairs or groups
to cover each of the areas on campus.
Although instructed not to go into the
student's rooms, the coaches did try to
meet as many people as they could.1.
basic public relations move tries to enhance the image of UMaine sports,
officials in the athletic direcotr's office
said.
Among the information distributed
were fall and winter schedules along
with softball, information on the first
hockey practice and other items.

Becoming a cog
in the PR machine
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer

Some students on this campus are
less than enthusiastic to take part in
programs that are beneficial to the
image of the University of Maine.
Not me. For one night, I became
a cog in the UMaine sports propaganda machine. A rare privilege for the
average citizen, it was, even more
thrilling to me as I am part of media
that covers the Black Bears in their
various athletic endeavors.
I was standing around the front
desk of my dorm when the assigned
----coach, in this case the assistant cross
country coach Emily Speteri, began
her rounds of the South Campus
area.
Recognizing me and not knowing
the area, she asked if I would join
her, and being assigned to cover the
a good example," he said. "He's a
story, I decided this would be a good
great role model."
chance to see how the students would
react to. this ptogram. —
York Hall was pretty dead as the
O'Malley said that without the prolounges were all empty, but Kennebec
per attitude, running can behoring and
was a hot bed of activity, accepting
monotonous.
our thanks and our handouts with
equal gratitude. "You really have to have the right
We met my brother's beast friend
mindset," he said. "There are proin the stairwell, and he greeted us
bably two days out of the whole year
with the usual for anyone wondering
that I actually say, 'I have to run.'
what Coaches Appreciation Night
"Eventually you get into a rhythm and
was, "What are you doing here?"
it becomes a part of your life. I look forBefore we were done with him, he
ward to running every day."

-Cross
than just running
by Shelley Daafonh
Sports Writer
Cross country running is primarily an
individual sport. Running against
yourself, on a backwoods trail can be
boring and lonely. But with Pat
O'Malley, it's his sport, and he loves it.
O'Malley, co-captain of the University of Maine men's squad, says be
doesn't mind the lonely miles of trellising that go with his chosen specialty.
"I like the time alone," O'Malley
said. "I like running with the team and
everything, but running alone does
something to me — it kind of recharges
me. It also gives me a chance to dream
a little."
O'Malley first started running during
his senior year at Piscataquis Community High School in Guilford.
"I got involved in running for the fim
of it. and because my girlfriend ran, and
I wanted to spend time with her." he
said. "I wasn't very serious about it."
He spent his freshman year at the
University of Maine at Farmington, and
decided to run seriously at the college
level, so he transferred to Orono.
O'Malley is a senior, but has one year
of eligibility left because of his transfer.
He may attend graduate school and run
next year.
But does O'Malley find it difficult to.
balance running with academics?
"No, not really," he said "It
seems that my grades have gone up with
how serious I am about training.
"Dedication to one thing carries over to
the other. The weekend parties and stuff
are out for me. You just have to make
a decision and stay with it."
That dedication and hard work have
paid off for O'Malley on both counts.
He's the number one runner-kir the
Black Bears, and maintains a 3.7 grade
point average.
UMaine cross country ('oach Jim
Ballinger said Pus captain sets a good example for his teammates.
"Pat's a team leader, first because he
is the number one runner, and second.
(because) his hard work and training set

Skewed

was carrying a poster, stickers and
whatever else he could hold. Your
typical UMaine fan, obviously.
Devoted to the hilt.
Aroostook Hall was much the
same. The young lady at the desk was
surprised when we put down some
posters, information on the first
hockey practice, etc.
The students were all looking for
the same thing. All that important
UMaine memorabilia, right? Well,
probably just some stuff for their
walls, but it is for the cause.
They were very considerate, seeking to grab what they could for their
roommates and friends.
The main thing I gained from this
wasn't really so much that I got all
the leftovers (most of which I used
for a UMaine sports collage on my
door)but_ a sense of belonging in the
CaMpliS community.
Doing something for the school
and the student is not something I
plan to do on a regular basis. This
was my one chance to shine.
When I called up Coach Jim BallMger in order to spell Speteri correctly, it was clear that I was the subject
of converstaion at some point in time
this morning, noting his chuckle and
the remark,-`A-You did great!"
That's alright, though. I've paid
my dues. I've done my job as a cog
in the UMaine sports information
machine.

thoughts

Some thoughts — Olympic and
otherwise:
The ignoramous alleged coaches
who were responsible for U.S. boxer
Anthony Hembrick missing his first
round match, thus disqualifying him,
Shawn A:alsh: Is it true that you're
should be executed. Thaeskall. No
planning on doing a hockey clinic
trial by a jury of their peers. Illst ‘simpk death-by- battery-acid-down-the- 'next summer with Frank Ariz_alone?
I didn't .L"-k. so.
throat will suffice.
Equestrian and synchronized
Yes our athletic director, Kevin
swimming are Olympic.medal sports
White, does exist. I've seen him three
but baseball is not. That makes sense,
times already this fall. Of course if
but how can they overlook
you don't happen to spend Saturday
cheerieading.
afternoons in the football press box,
Upon receiving a Boston Red Sox
you may not believe me.
team photo composite. I was happy
What purpose can Greg Lougams'
to see that the picture of John
coach possibly serve? "Nice dive,
McNamara had been marked with a
Greg." or "Try not to hit your
black "X" by the Bosox public relahead on the board next time,
tions department. If that's not good
Greg." That's about it.
p.r., I don't what is.
Does "LT." stand for Lawrence
What would happen if George
Taylor or Line Tester?
1421e (lid the play-by-play coverage
And for his next trick, The AT,r-,afor UMaine hockey this season?
ing Doctor Lick will sell all the books
in the library and build new tennis _Thinhabout it.
If the UMaine football team concourts. Oh, sorry, tennis doesn't
tinues to average over 600 yards of
geneSte revenue. Forget it.
total offense each game, they might
Who do you cheer for in the Olymbe considered a better than average
pic 100-meter dash, an egomaniac
offensive team.
like Carl Lewis or a chemical cast like
Ben Johnson?
Olympic weightlifting is a great
A question for hockey coach
event. It
which country has the

Dave Greely

most effective untraceable steroids.
Can't wait to see this season's
"Dynasty" premiere. The star makes
lots of money, beats up a hood in
Harlem, smacks around his television
star wife,(who is really just after his
cash), tries to kill himself by crashing
his car into a tree and then, just a
couple of days later, jets off to the
Soviet Union to be with his wife as
she films scenes for her show. Upon
returning from the Soviet Union the
star goes for a jog, throws his
Walkman at a cameraman and
breaks his camera. What a script!(I
write this only because I know Mike
Tyson will never read it).
Just when you thought George
Steinbrenner had disappeared from
the face of the earth comes this report
from New York: Manager Lou
Piniella is gone at the end of the
season to be replaced by Dallas
aret-11. Don, Mattingly and Jimk
Clark will be traded and Ron Guidr.
will be mimed. We-Icor:1-e hack
George. We missed you.
I can do simple math. The Olympics plus the Red Sox n the playoffs
equals a 1.5 GPA.
—Dave Greely is a senior journalism
major.
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LPGA: Daycare
center of the '80s
by Laura Van Tuyl
The Christian Science Monitor
DANVERS, Mass. — The patch of
grass behind the Ninth Tee is sunwarmed and spongy-green; it makes you
want to shirk adulthood, kick your
shoes off, and run around on your toes.
But frivolity of this son comes easy only to babies.
On this spot, 16-month-old Sarah
Purtzer hops on bare feet and then
breaks into a trot. Oblivious golfers in
spiked shoes click by. As they head for
the clubhouse, she heads for the
fairway.
"Sarah! You come back here!" calls
Kristen, Sarah's nanny, from under a
tree. But Baby sprints on, with an occasional dive onto all fours or plop onto diapered bum.
Mother, meanwhile, was whacking
some balls at the nearby driving range.
She was gearing up for the Boston Five
Classic, part of the Ladies Professional
Golf Association (LPGA) tour that
swung through New England this summer. If she made the cut, Tina Purtzer.
would play four straight days of golf —
72 holes here at Ferncroft Village.
So nanny and child waited. That's
what golf families sometimes have to
do, even if it means endless rounds of
"catch me if you can" and under-thetree changes.
This year, the LPGA tour has a
record number of women with both golf
bags and diaper bags in tow. Professional golf is no exception to the modern
phenomenon of women leading double
lives.
The number of women with young
children has so grown, in fact, that this
year, golf management has arranged for
fret child care all along the tour, a
significant step in women's professional
sports.
While most mothers take advantage
of this service, a few women, such as
Ms. Purtzer, also hire nannies to travel
with them.
But "tour moms" are still by far in
the minority: Out of 150 players in the
LPGA, just 1$ have children.
"It's not something everyone can
handle," said golfer Cathy Reynolds,
mother of one. Because of the time
spent traveling and practicing, just getting married is "a major deal," she
added.
But "the '80s have shown that

women's sports are becoming more accepted," said Carolyn Roskowski,
manager of sales and promotion with
the LPGA. So, too, is the image of the
career-pursuing mother.
For several years, golfer Nancy Lopez
has been in the public eye, achieving
stardom stature and raising two
children.
Child Care on tour, therefore, is
"smart
business,"
said
Ms.
Roskowski, both for the tour's commercial interests and for management-player
relations. The LPGA has entered into
an agreemett with Kinder-Care, a national network, and "is setting a trend
for overall improvement of women's
sports," she said.
The rise in the number of golf moms
can also be linked to the age of its
players. Because the sport is less
physically demanding than tennis, Or
instance, women can compete into their
30s and 40s. This increases the chances
of marriage and having a family.
"Let's face it, in tennis, unless you're
someone like Chris Even, you're done
playing by the time you're 25." said
Dale Eggeling in an interview during the
tournament.
Mrs. Eueling, of Tampa, Fla., has
been with the LPGA since 1V6 and had
a child about five months ago. "I'm 34
now, and I don't want to have just one,
but two or three. So I thought I'd just
go ahead and start."
Tina Purtzer dreamed of being in the
LPGA ever since she was a teen-ager.
Once on the tour, she knew she wanted
children but didn't want to shelve her
golfing career.
Purtzer played competitively until she
was 8 months pregnant. Now she and
Sarah have "hit the road" together,
traveling from tournament to tournament,hotel to hotel.
"It's tough. I would never say it's
easy, but it's enjoyable," she said. "I
think a lot of girls (on the tour) are
knowing they can do it."
Purtz.er travels with Sarah and nanny Kristen Lincoln for three or four
weeks at a time. They they spend about
two weeks at home in Scottsdale, Ariz.,
where Tina's husband lives. While having both a home life and a road life is
a "pretty good deal" for Sarah, said
Purtzer, it's challenging for Dad.
"He misses her unbelievably," said
Punier. "It's a tough situation for him,

COMMUTER
SERVICES
OFFICE
WILL BE OPEN EVENINGS
4:30- 7:00 p.m.
MONDAYS, TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS
COMPUTERIZED
OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING CAREER INFORMATION
WITH SIGI PLUS
CAR POOLING
S.T.A.R.T.
RMAT4ON
PROGRAM

NONIRADITIONAL STUDENT
SUPPORT SERVICES
ISO Locatets IN the COMMUIER SERVICES OffiCE:
New Student Programs
OffERINg ALL StutmeNts Stuby Skills lwecnuwatlow
*Stuby Skills RESOURCE File
*A quibe to Developitqc EffECtiVE Stuby Skill
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CURREN/ Books
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Time Management

- October 19
Writing College Papers

October 26
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Using
Personal Computers
Test Taking Strategies
To Write College Papers
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Upcoming Maine Bound Events
Bring your parents and friends
and come on a wilderness adventure with us.

i

December 7
Stress Mamagement
December 14
Pre parinufe-F Fina4sa:ms

'Explore Maine's highest peak. ....Katandin climb Sept. 25th, Register by Friday.

'Come paddle with us before the snow flies.
Women's Canoe trip Sept. 23-25, Register by
Friday.
('Rail the moll-exciting white water irrthe 'east
Penobscot Ratting trip Sept. 25thi:Fiegisterty
Friday.
Rafting' Two for the price of one"
for more information call or stop by
the Maine Bound office, Memorial Union 581-1794

LOCATION: MEMORIAL UNION
MAIN FLOOR
581-1820 or 1826
CENTER FOR STUDENT SERVICES
OFFICE OF ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
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*Golf

(condomd from page 16)

and for me, because I feel Sarah should
see him more. But she talks to him on
the phone every night."
Mother, nanny, and child take weekly flights to the various tournaments,
which are spread out across the country.
"Sarah's been on more planes than a
lot of kids," said Purtzer. "Once the
engine starts, she knows exactly what's
going to happen." With her two companions, Purtzer rents a carom the
airport, loads it up with eight tsr nine
bags, and drives as much as an hour to
the hotel near each golf course.
For little Sarah, living in different
rooms each week is a mixture of
discovering what's "new" and feeling
secure with what's "old."

"Basically the hotel rooms are a mess,
she pretty much tears the room apart in
about five minutes," said Purtzer.
But one omnipresent item is Sarah's
bed, a portable playpen that folds up into a duffel bag.
"I decided to take the playpen with
us because she'd be familiar with it every
week. She knows that's her bed."
Professional golf is truly a "gypsy
life," said Ms. Reynolds, whose home
is in Springfield, Mo. "But there's a lot
you can learn on the road..." Rather
than flying, she and her son, Derek, aged 4, drive a van across the country.
The day before the Boston Five
Classic, Cathy Marino was out on the

Ferncroft course, boning up for the
competition.

but it's really a but help, because I don't
have anyone to travel with me."
Marino's husband is at home in
Overland Park, Kan., where he runs a
business. He comes out to some tournaments when he can get away.
Last year, before Kinder-Care was
available, Marino enlisted relatives to
come along and help look after Julie.
Even now, Julie sometimes stays with
grandparents for a week at a time,
"which is really fun for them."
"Most of my relatives are really supportive of my golf, especially my husband. They all want me to play well.
And they see that Julie really enjoys
coming out here, so it work out
well."

She had just sunk the final pun on the
18th hole when she spotted Donna
White, a fellow player, passing by.
"Donna! I'm in a bind," Cathy
called out. "Kinder-Care closes at 5:30
and I tee off tomorrow at 2:30. Can you
pick up Julie?"
No problem. Donna had to pick up
her own daughter at Kinder-Care
anyway, so she'd bring back C_athy's little girl, too.
Perched in golf cart outside the
clubhouse, Mrs. Marino talked about
the center where her two-year-old
daughter spends six or seven hours each
day.
"Kinder-Care has worked out pretty
With her daughter accompanying her
well," said Marino. "Julie loves it, this summer, time on the,golf course is
and that's what matters to me.
limited.
"You still have worries about coot"I usually have to cut my practice off
dinating times and when to Dick her up, a little bit," said Marino.
1
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Spring Semester Student Teaching
•

If you have not applied for
tident- Teaching you must do
I
so ffimediately at Student Teaching
office, fotrnation desk, Shibles Hall
Deadline Oct. 1st
Little Sarah Panzer, ia arms of her assay, lett, reaches out to her mom,
Tim Partzer.
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IBM wants to give you a break on the IBM Personal System/r computer. Just
stop by to see us, and we'll show you how the IBM PS/2 can help you organize
notes,writeancIfevise papers, produce high-quality graphics,and more. Its easy to
learn and easy to use. And not only will you get IBM quality and reliability, but if
you're eligible, you'll also get up to a 40% discount.
liowtrat's a break you:won't want to miss.
—
Microcomputer Resource Carter IBM Computer Fair

Memorial _Union
2nd Floor(FFA Room)
TODAY
10A.M-4M1
tAi to 40% ofr

IBM and Personal System/2 are registered trade:nadts of International Business Machines Corporaoon
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by Doug Vanderweide
Photo Editor

—Do you support President
Lick's decision to sell parts of the
artifact collection?

"The sale doesn't bother me. Most of
the students won't lose anything. The
potential gains from a sale would be
greater than the potential loss."

"Is that all we're going to do — sell
stuff to support athletics?"
—Sue Umbley
Sophomore
Business Administration

—Phil Drew
Senior
Agricultural Economics

points of view
"...he was a collector...now he's a
baseball fan, or was that hockey?.. next,
it will be football."

"No.(The pieces are) an important pan
of the Maine Center for the Arts, and
they should keep all the pieces. Raise
money in a different way."

—Cheryl Krochmal
Senior
Psychology/Sociology

—John Holmes
Sophomore
Business Administration/Finance

—Brian Bernier
Junior
English

Give your heart
an extra helping.

American Heart
Association
wuRE P.IGHTING FOR

Say no to high-fat foods

GUESI1 LECTUQE 6MILS
A BOARD OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT

• 'CURIAE

Wildstein Lesbian -Gay support
group meets Thursdays at 6 30 orn
in the Sutton Lounge

Cyclepro mountain bike for sale/
,Excellent condittonione year old
rt.
raii DaIP ipa Ppnobsco
581-4641

Turkel 'KISER! carpet new
10.x66" $2000 call Glenn 827-2067

Aerobics instructors needed to
teacn ciasses through the Hilltop
Health Club for Classes beginning
Sept 19 An informational meeting
will be heid Wed. Sept 14 ifl the
lobby of Ozfrafd Hatt or call Brenda
Pm 228 at 581-4914
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Natural Light
12112_oz. cans

12/12 oz. Gans
$5.29

i
.---Doritog
7 oz. Bag S.991
c--Tans

I

[

12/12 oz.
Michelob
Michelob Light $699 1

&
1-11-11-7

I Schaefer 1211202. cans
S3.99

NAMUR
866-2551
19 MIII St. Orono, Me.

TOPIC: The Rtial History
of the Vietnam War
FREE TO THE PUBLIC.
YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT AT WORK
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FAMILY & FRIENDS WEEKEN
Friday & Saturday, Sept. 23-2
(All shows are FREE!

*°t
Stoll.SS

Singer/ Songwriter

,

DEREK SCOTT
After Hours
Damn Yankee by day)
9 p.m.

-A•t

tHE
1 AST EMPEROR
Hauck Auditorium 7p.m.

DAVE BINDER
back by popular demand!
You loved his James Taylor Show!
Don't miss the good times, good music
& outrageous antics of Dave Binder
and the Comedy Magic Mime of

RANDY LEVIN
M
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"The Pit"
9 p.m.
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"THE LAST EMPEROR"
Hauck Auditorium 7p.m.
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